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$4$ semilattice $(\mathcal{A}, *)$ $A$ idempotent, commutative,
associative $*$ $n$ $n$
$(d4, ***)$ $(A\}*i)(i\in\{1,2, \ldots, n,\})$ semilattice
n-semilattice $S_{7L}$ $\{$ 1, 2. $\ldots n\}$ symmetric group
$0_{t},$ $b\in A$ $\sigma\in S_{n}$ 7?.!
$((((a*\sigma(1)b)*\sigma(2)b)*\sigma(3)b)\ldots*\sigma(n)b)=b$ . (1)
n-roundabout absorption laws
2 $(A, **)$ 2-roundabout absorption laws lattice
$*1$ $*2$ $\vee$
$\wedge$ 3
$(A\backslash ***)$ 3-roundabout absorption laws trice
$***$ $\nearrow 1$ $\nwarrow 2$ , $\downarrow 3$ .
roundabout absorption laws
lThis is an abstract and the details will be published elscwherc.
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( ) ( $\dagger$abl$e.$ )
3 $\{0,1.\underline{0}\}$ $\delta$
$0\delta 0=1,0\delta 1=0,1\delta 1=2$ 9
000 012 100
111 $\delta$ $0$ 1 2 $=$ $0$ 2 $0$




A $C$ $\mathcal{A}\delta C$
$\delta$
1 00 100 21 1




$\mathcal{A}\delta(^{\gamma},$ A $\vec{\delta}C$ $(A \delta C)\delta$ $(A \delta C)$
48
$\theta$ $A\theta C=(A\delta C)\delta(A\delta C)$
$\theta$ 4, , $C$ $\delta$
( $/i$ ,
$C$ )
Boolean algebra $\vee\wedge\neg$ 3 16
(2) $\neg$ $\vee$ 2
Sheffer function
1 $S$ $S$ $S$
$S$ $n$ $\{0,1_{\}2_{J}3, \ldots, n-1\}$
$*$ $k,$ $h\in S$
$k*h=\{\begin{array}{ll}k+1 (mod n) if k=h0 otherwise\end{array}$
$*$ (8 $*$ )
$k_{0}\in S$ $k_{\gamma},*k_{\eta 1}$ .$=k_{\gamma\gamma}^{\kappa}t\cdot|.\star 1$ $k_{?71}\neq k_{n1_{t}+1}^{\wedge}$ (





















16 lattice $\vee$ $\wedge$
$A$ ( )
$C$ ( ) 4
4 $(\vee,$ $\wedge,$ $A,$ $C$
$)$ Boolean algebra lattice
trice
$\nearrow 1\nwarrow 2$ $\downarrow 3$
trice
1 2 $\{0,1\}$ 3
2 [7] .
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trice $\nearrow_{1}=\nwarrow_{2}=\vee$ . $\downarrow 3=\wedge$ lattice
$A$ $C$ 4
2 3 $\{0,1,2\}$ 3
$\nearrow_{1}=\nwarrow_{2}=\vee$ , $\downarrow 3=\wedge$ 1 lattice trice
4
33 $\{0_{-}.1,2\}$ 3 3
$\nearrow 1$ $0<1,2<1$ $\vee(\max)$ 1
$\nwarrow 2$ $\downarrow 3$ 2 $\nwarrow 2$ $0<1<2$
$\vee$
$\downarrow 3$ $2<1<0$ $\vee$
trice 9
4 3 $\{0,1_{\dot{J}}2\}$ 3
$\nearrow 1$ $2<1<0$ $\vee$ $\nwarrow 2$ $0<2<1$
$\vee$ $\downarrow 3$ $1<0<2$ $\vee$ trice
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complete 1 4 Sheffer




3 5 3 $\{0,1,2\}$
Sheffer universal Boolean algebra
Slieffer function Sheffer uiiiversal
4 Trice






2 5 trice 4 3 $\{0,1,2\}$
$3^{()}$ 1 universal
3 trice
2 3 trice rotation $r$
$3_{11niversaJ}$ .
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5 $\nearrow_{1},\nwarrow 2,$ $\downarrow 3$ Haase
$\nearrow 1$ $0$ $\nwarrow 2$ 1 $\downarrow 3$ 2
$a$ $x*y=a(x\neq y)$ , $x*x=x$ $*$ top
top
5 3 3 top
$n$ $\{0_{1}1,2, ..,, n-1\}$ $n$ top
n-roundabout absorptioii laws








$(T, \nearrow 1\nwarrow 2\downarrow 3 )$ trice
$T$ $T^{n}$ $T$ 3 3 trice
$3^{n}$ trice 3 3
3 trice ( 2 5 )




$3^{n}$ trice Booleari algebra Boolean algebra $B$
$A$ $2^{A}$
trice




$x_{t}y-z\in T$ 3 triangle natural law
If $x\nearrow_{1}y=z$ and $x\nwarrow_{2}z=y$ , then $y\downarrow_{3}z=x$ (5)
If $x\downarrow_{3}y=z$ and $x\nwarrow_{2}z=y$ , then $y\nearrow_{1}z=x$ (6)
If $x\nearrow_{1}y=z$ and $x\downarrow_{3}z=y$ , then $y\nwarrow_{2}z=x$ (7)
trice 3
trice 5 $3^{6}$
6 6 $\{0,1,2,3,4,5\}$ 3




triangle constructive law triangle natural law trice 0
6 trice trice 3 $3^{6}\cross 6^{6}$
$3^{6}$ $(k*k=k)$
6 trice Sheffer ($3^{6}\cross 6^{6}$ )
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